Abstract: It is shown how to construct, given a Banach space which does not have the approximation property, another Banach space which does not have the approximation property but which does have the compact approximation property.
the following construction produces spaces which have the compact approximation property while not having the approximation property, thus showing that the two properties are not equivalent.
The construction is based on an argument due to Grothendieck [G] which shows that X has the approximation property if and only if for every Banach space Y , every compact operator T : Y → X and every ε > 0 there is a finite rank F : Y → Xwith T − F < ε.
We shall follow the exposition given in [L & T1] , Theorem 1.e.4.
Let X be a Banach space which does not have the approximation property. Then there is a compact set K ⊆ X such that the identity operator cannot be approximated on K by finite rank operators. By a theorem of Grothendieck, see [L & T1] , Proposition 1.e.2, it may be supposed that K = conv{x n } ∞ n=1 where x n ≤ 1 for all n and x n decreases to zero.
For each t between 0 and 1, put U t = conv{±x n / x n t } ∞ n=1 . Then U t is a compact, convex, symmetric subset of X. Let Y t be the linear span of U t and define a norm on Y t 2 by |||x||| t = inf{|λ| : λ −1 x ∈ U t }, The space to be constructed will be a space of functions on (0, 1) with values in X.
For each (s, t) ⊆ (0, 1) and y in Y s , y X (s,t) is such a function, where y X (s,t) denotes the
otherwise .
Let Z be the linear span of {y X (s,t) : 0 < s < t < 1 ; y ∈ Y s }. Note that if f belongs to
Hence we may define a norm on Z by
Now let Z be the completion of Z with respect to this norm.
Proposition 1. Z does not have the approximation property.
Proof. Define a map
Since x n → 0 as n → ∞, it follows that R(x n / x n Proof. For each r in (0, 1) define the operator which shifts by r, S r , on Z as follows: first, for (s, t) ⊆ (0, 1) and y in T s , define S r (y X (s,t) ) = y X (s+r,t+r) ; next extend S r to Z by linearity; and then, since S r is clearly a contraction mapping, extend to Z by continuity.
As already mentioned, S r ≤ 1 for each r. Furthermore, it may easily be checked that the function r → S r f is norm continuous, and
However, S r is not a compact operator.
To obtain compact operators on Z which approximate the identity define, for each n,
The integral exists because r → S r f is norm continuous and T n ≤ 1. Since the operators S r approximate the identity as r approaches zero, it follows that T n f − f → 0 as n → ∞ for each f in Z. Hence, since T n ≤ 1 for every n, T n approximates the identity operator on a given compact set when n is sufficiently large.
We shall see that T n is compact for each n by showing that T n Z (1) is totally bounded, where Z (1) denotes the unit ball in Z. First note that the functions of the form
, it will suffice to show that
For each s and t with s < t we have that x m belongs to Y s for each m and
For functions, f and g, in L 1 (0, 1), let f * g denote the usual convolution product of f and g restricted to (0, 1).
). Now it is well known, and may easily be checked, that the map f → f * (n X (0,1/n) ) is a compact operator on L 1 (0, 1). Hence for each m the set T n {(t − s) −1 x m −s x m X (s,t) : s < t} is totally bounded. Furthermore,
Since x m → 0 as m → ∞, this is so for all m sufficiently large. It follows that
is totally bounded as required. Therefore {T n } ∞ n=1 is a sequence of compact operators on
We have in fact shown by the above argument that the identity operator on Z can be approximated, in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, by compact operators of norm at most one, that is, that Z has the metric compact approximation property.
The existence of a space with the compact approximation property but not the approximation property raises questions as to whether results relating various stronger versions of the approximation property, see section 1.e of [L & T1] , have analogues for the compact approximation property. Some of these questions can be answered if there is a reflexive space with the compact approximation property but not the approximation property, [C] .
For instance, see [G & W] , Example 4.3, where the reflexive example constructed below is used to answer a question which arises in that paper and also in [S] . Now Z is not re-
However, the construction of Z may be modified to produce a reflexive space as follows.
As before, let X be a Banach space which does not have the approximation property but now suppose that X is a closed subspace of ℓ p for some 2 < p < ∞. This value of p will remain fixed throughout the construction. Set q = Let {x n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence in X such that: x n ≤ 1 for all n; x n decreases to zero; and the identity operator cannot be approximated on conv{x n } ∞ n=1 by finite rank operators. Choose integers n 1 < n 2 < n 3 < . . . such that x n < ( 1 2 ) k whenever n > n k and define, for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
Next define, for each t between 0 and 1,
The properties of the sets V t which we will need are given in the following 6 Lemma 1. Let X be a Banach space, X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . . be finite dimensional subspaces of X, and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , . . . be positive numbers such that
Then V is a compact, convex, symmetric subset of X.
Let W be the linear subspace of X spanned by V and define |||w||| = inf{λ > 0 :
Proof. It is clear that V is symmetric and it is compact because, as may be shown by a diagonal argument, every sequence in V has a convergent subsequence.
It is clear from the definition of V that Q maps the unit ball of (
which is the unit ball of W . Therefore Q is a quotient map.♠ Let W t denote the space spanned by V t and normed so that V t is its unit ball. Denote the norm on W t by ||| · ||| t . Then W s ⊂ W t if s < t. Denote by Q t the quotient map from
where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . .). We will require the following.
Lemma 2. For each s in (0, 1) and x in (
Proof. It is clear that the limit is zero if x is supported in only finitely many of the X k 's and that the set of finitely supported vectors is dense in (
The result follows because Q t = 1 for each t.♠ Let Z ♯ be the linear span of {w X (s,t) : 0 < s < t < 1; w ∈ W s }. As in the previous construction, Z ♯ is a space of functions, f : (0, 1) → X, such that f (t) belongs to W t for each t. Define a norm on
Let Z ♯ denote the completion of Z ♯ with respect to this norm.
We will show that Z ♯ has the required properties. In the proofs of these properties,
A will denote the set of all functions of the form
where:
Clearly A is dense in the unit ball of Z ♯ .
Proof. Let X k , k = 1, 2, 3, . . . be the subspaces of ℓ p defined above. Then (
is a subspace of (
subspace of L p (0, 1). We will show that Z ♯ is a quotient of this space.
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The quotient map Q :
Let f be such a function and put
Then (Q f )(t) belongs to W t for each t and it follows from Lemma 2 that there are functions f n , n = 1, 2, 3, . . . in span{w X (s,t) : 0 < s < t < 1 ; w ∈ W s } such that
It follows that: {f n } ∞ n=1 is a Cauchy sequence in Z ♯ ; Q f may be identified with the limit of this sequence; and
Since Q r ≤ 1 for each r, Q ≤ 1. Since the simple functions are dense, Q extends by continuity to be a norm one operator from
for each s i ≤ t ≤ t i . Hence, if we define (1) and (3) respectively and an estimate similar to (2) shows that R ♯ is compact. These new maps also satisfy that
and so Z ♯ does not have the approximation property.
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